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Waveforms Recorded Through 2023: 31,718

[] Princeton/GeoAzur data continue to be pushed to Earthscope:  
6,263 total waveforms with next push 

[] JAMSTEC/Kobe data ready to go to Earthscope: 
2,175 waveforms will be deposited with 2-year rolling embargo 

[] SUSTECH data ready to go to Earthscope with next push:  
23,280 may be deposited (with TBD embargo) 

[] Total MERMAID waveforms recorded to date: 31,718 

[] All 31,718 waveforms reviewed (matched to earthquakes) 
using Joel Simon’s OMNIA software  
(doi: 10.5281/zenodo.5637492)



[] Review team: Joel Simon (Princeton), Yong Yu (SUSTECH), Dalija 
Namjesnik (GeoAzur), Yuko Kondo (JAMSTEC/Kobe) 

[] Joel further remade entire data set from the raw server and independently 
reviewed a random sample of 1000+ events originally reviewed by other 
team members to check agreement with phase picks (which is high!!) 

[] Finding: phase-pick disagreements (of which there exists on the order of 
dozens, not, e.g., hundreds) most usually caused by data issues, not 
difference in opinion 

[] Cause: various groups use different automaid/OMNIA versions over the 
years; minimum requirements are automaid v3.5.1 (fixes interpolation issue, 
doi: 10.5281/zenodo.5514229) and OMNIA v1.0.0 (fixes timing issue); ideally 
both codebases kept up to date with current releases (bugs continue to be 
found and fixed by Joel) 

[] Guust Nolet has been forwarded this entire reviewed, cleaned, and 
corrected data set for the inversion, but Joel can also forward catalog and 
accompanying software to any interested parties 

Waveforms Reviewed Through 2023: 31,718



Travel-Time Residual Catalog: 10,943 Picks
[] Expanded version of supplemental catalog published with Simon et al., 2022 (GJI) 

[] Additional columns: station name (KSTNM), phase name, reviewer (Simon, Yu, etc.)



Earthquake and Travel-Time Residual Catalog



*Shallow Earthquakes



*Intermediate-Depth Earthquakes



*Deep Earthquakes






